Sister Mary went Post to the Crenach in the 1930s.
We used to talk about Pat Walker's Bun or Benares Pony. She used to call up Gene Wee Stair at Moorbrock to my friends as he and Nancy lived in the morning. Saturday are you coming tae the Gleanadh. 23080/No.31

The Crenach Shepherd's Cottage being situated on Linn over 4 miles from Moorbrock with no Road to it in those days: We walked up through the Stones o'Folgoe Moor between Benninac Hill. And from there with the Stag on our right and it was a Summer day a Fox might be visible way off high sitting on a rock or during a storm on the part of a Roaring Cyclone. Mecht Jah and Jap its load. 10